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R. M. REDHEFFER

If {X„} is a set of real, nonnegative, and unequal numbers, as

assumed throughout this paper, then completeness of the set {e^"*}

follows from certain conditions on the density of {Xn}, or on the be-

havior of the function A(m) equal to the number of X„'s<w. For

example [l] the set is complete on any interval of length 2ird when-

ever the Pólya maximum density

Mxy) — a(x)
(1) lim sup lim sup-

1/-.1+      i->oo xy — x

is greater than d. In this note we establish a simple result in the op-

posite direction, that

I. The set [e±iKnX\ cannot be complete L2 on any interval greater

than 2-Kd ,if

A(a: + y) — A(x)
(2) lim sup lim sup-^ d.

„_,»        !_,» 'x + y) — x

As a consequence {sin \„x, cos X„x} cannot be complete on any

interval of length greater than 2ird if (2) holds.

The denominator of (2) is written (x+y) — x to show the resem-

blance to (1). In (2) one considers the density of the X's in a large sub-

interval, as the subinterval with its length held constant is moved to

infinity. The intuitive meaning of (1) is similar, except that the

length of the subinterval is now allowed to increase in proportion to

its distance out. The gap between these two conditions leaves the

theory in an unsatisfactory state which, it is hoped, will be remedied

by other investigators.

The question arose in the theory of nonaveraging sets, that is,

infinite sets of positive integers X„ such that no one member of the

set is the arithmetic mean of two others. Although much work has

been done on the theory of such sets [3, 4], it is still not known

whether they have to have zero density. In this connection we have

the following result, stated for d = 0 as the case of greatest interest.
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1 Many of the techniques used here are to be found in References [l] and [2].

Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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IL A necessary and sufficient condition that every nonaveraging set

{X„j have zero density is that {giXnI} be always incomplete on every

interval.

Sufficiency follows from known results on completeness; the

motivation for the present work was to show necessity.

Proof of incompleteness. To establish I, introduce the function

F(z) =11(1— z2/\„). By changing a finite number of X's, which is

permissible [l], we can make all X„>e, say. (In this paper 8, e, n

are small positive numbers.) From

log | F(x) |=l    log | 1 - x2/u21 dA(u)

one gets log \ F\ =jTt+fî+t whenever \x — X„| >e for all X„. Inte-

grate each by parts; note that the integrated terms vanish at e, °o ;

and combine them at x — e and x+e to get a term ~3eA(x)/x. There

remains

A(w)     x2du f* A(u)     x2du/' *-' A(u)     x2du Ç *

, u     x2 — u2 J x+

In the first write u = xv ; in the second u = x/v. Changing the new limits

0 and x/(x+e) in the second to e/x and 1— e/x introduces an error

which may be easily estimated, giving finally

J» i—t/i
[A(vx)/v - vA(x/v)]dv/(l - v2) + 0,

</*

| 0 I < 5« [max A(u)/u]    for    x 5>> e,     | x — X„ | > e.

If \x— X„| >5 and l(x) equals the number of X's with \x— X„| <e,

then we must add a new error term 0i with

(4) 0 =■ 0i à Hog(S/e).

For

n*)- n    n =irn".
|x-X„|>e       l*-X„lá«

In an obvious notation A'(u) =A(m) for u^x — e and A'=A —/ for

u>x+e. Use the result just obtained on Jp, replace A'(vx) by A,

A'(x/v) by A —I, note max A'(w)/M = max A(u)/u to get (3) plus a

new term 02, 02 = 2f1eJx'/xlvdv/(l — v2). Finally, for 8^\x — X„| a« as in

Q" we have

(28/x)' = u" á (V*)',
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within  a  factor   [l+0(e/x)]'.   Using  these estimates with  log  F

= l°g ir + logll" gives the result (4).
To complete the proof of I choose a y in equation (2) for which

lim supx^oo[A(x+y)— A(x)]/y <d + n/2, then choose N so large that

A(x+y) —A(x) < id + r\)y for this y, whenever x = N. If D is the maxi-

mum density in any interval [ky, ik + l)y] beyond Nik = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

then we have D¿d+v. Add enough X's so that in the new set {X„' J

the density for each interval beyond N is exactly D. Then A'(x)

= Dx+hix) with h bounded, \h\ <A, say. The above result (3), (4)

applied to Fiz) =11(1— z2/Kñ2) gives log |.F(x)| ¿j(w — 1) log x for
some integer m. The function G(x) = 7?(x)(sin r¡x/m)m/xm is 0(l/x),

hence is an element of L2; also log | G(ty) | /y~min/m) +irD. Now we

use the theorem of Paley-Wiener [2; S], which states that the fol-

lowing classes of entire functions are equivalent :

(a) Those which belong to L2.on the real axis and are o(ea|z|);

(b) Those which can be written as ftjiu)e"udu for some/(«) EL2

on [—a, a].

The function G may be represented, then, as f*-?rD2-2r, git)eixtdt, with

g an element of L2. Since G(+X„)=0 and D^d+n, the result I

follows.

Relation to nonaveraging sets. To deduce II from I we shall need

the following simple lemma concerning sets of integers. Since only

slight use is made of the nonaveraging character in the proof, the

result is given in general form :2

III. Let P be a property which applies to sets of unequal integers and

satisfies the following conditions :

(a) If the set {ah a2, • • • , an} has the property P, then so does

[at — k, ai+i — k, ■ ■ ■ , Oj — k} for any integers i, j, k, l&i&jén.

(b) There exist arbitrarily large sets with the property P and with

density greater than or equal to d.

Then there is an infinite set {bk} for which every subset {bn, bn+i, • • ■, bm}

has the property P, and for which the upper density is greater than or

equal to d.

By upper density is meant lim sup A(w)/w. It seems difficult to de-

termine whether this may be replaced by lim A(w)/w in the theorem.

The idea of the proof is to start with a set Si of density greater than

or equal to d, then imbed this in a larger set of density greater than

or equal to d, and so on. We thus obtain a set extending to infinity

in one or both directions from the initial set S\. By fixing our atten-

tion on the successive end points of the intervals used in the con-

! This discussion (June 1950) is a revision of the original one.
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struction, we find that the upper density is greater than or equal to d

in at least one direction; and hence, allowing negative b's, the result

is established.
To prove III, let 5„ be the set of all sets on [l, 2n] which have

property P and which have density greater than or equal to

d (« = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • ). It is easy to show that no Sn is vacuous, even

though the lengths of their members have a special form. Each mem-

ber of Sn may be thought of as having two parts [l, 2"-1],

[(2"_1 + 1), 2n] (a diagram is helpful). One or the other part has den-

sity greater than or equal to d, hence belongs to Sn-i- Thus if 5„ is an

element of Sn, then there are always members sn-i, sn-2, • • • of Sn-i,

Sn-2, ■ ■ • such that 5„D5„_iZ)5„_2 • • • . Construct such "nested sets"

for ra= 1, 2, 3, • • • .At least one member 5i of Si belongs to infinitely

many nested sets; similarly for 52Z)5i in the sets selected by consider-

ing 5i; and so on. Thus a diagonal process gives a single infinite

nested set, whence the required set is obtained.

To establish II, suppose given an infinite nonaveraging set {X„}

which does not have zero density. Then lim sup A(n)/n = d>0, and

hence {«*"*} is complete [l] on an interval greater than or equal to

2ird. Conversely, suppose that the set {e*»*} is complete on an in-

terval equal to 2ird>0. Then the particular form of I shows that

there exist arbitrarily large subsets of the X's with density greater

than or equal to d, hence by III there is an infinite nonaveraging set

with upper density greater than or equal to d.

Entire functions. The result (3), (4) is a theorem concerning the

entire function F(z), which leads to a simple proof of Levinson's

density theorem for the case of real X„'s. First, if lim n/\n = d and

X„+i-X„^c>0, then F(x)=0(eSx) always for any 5>0; and i/F(x)

= 0(eSx) whenever \x— X„| >e. To see this, let h(u)=A(u)/u — d,

which approaches 0 as u—> °°. We have

(5) [log | F(x) | ]/x ^e/x + 2 f        p(v, x)dv/(\ - v2)
J t/x

where

(6) p(v, x) = h(vx) — h(x/v).

The integral in (5) equals Jl¡x+Pfh+J\-T- The first integral is less
than 25 max ] h(u)\ /(l — 52)—>0 as 5—>0. The second is less than

max p/8, which approaches 0 as x—><*>, since vx and x/v both ap-

proach «J with x when vg^8. For the third, X„+i—X„^c allows A to

increase by at most 1, or h(u) by 1/(m—1), when u changes an
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amount c. Thus, since £ = 0 at v = l—e/x, p cannot exceed

(k + k)/((l-S)x-l)^2k/x in f\Z%'-i)c/x. Hence the third integral,

flzr, is less than or equal to £»á Z(c/x)(2¿/x)/(l- [l-fcc/x]2)

< ibx/c)ic/x)i2k/x)ix/kc) = 2ô/c—>0. The proof for 1/F follows easily

from this.

Levinson's density theorem for realX„ is:

IV. // lim n/\« = d, and Xn+1-X„ec>0, then \ Fire")]*1
= 0(g(±Td|8m«i+«)r)jor every e>Q.

To establish this easily, use the Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem on the

function G(z) = F(z)eiriä+,)'e~a. It is seen that G = 0(1) on the positive

real and imaginary axes, hence in the first quadrant; and this gives

the desired result. It holds for other quadrants by symmetry. For

1/F(z) consider G(z) =e_iT<(i_')îe_iV/?(z) with semicircular indenta-

tions around the poles. Since |l— z2/\n\ ^|1—x2/X2| for z = x+iy,

re-examination of the proof for l/i7(x) gives i/Fiz) = 0(et|z|) on the

contour consisting of the real axis and these circles. Now proceed as

for F(z).

Another theorem of Levinson for the special case of real X's is

contained in (3), namely,

V. If lim «Á„ = ¿ awdXn+i-X„^c>0, then 1/.F'(X„) = 0(esx») for
every ô>0.

To see this, use 1/F'(X„) =lima;<x„ (x—X„) [l/F(x)], cancel (x—X„),

and note that |x—X„| <c/2 makes |x— Xjb| >c/2 for k^n.
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